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Abstract. Recent developments have accelerated the need to track individual
contact behaviours to counter the pandemic of COVID-19. Various solutions have
been implemented to support contact tracing activities with respect to disease
propagation. In particular, digital contact tracing approaches range from manual
QR scanning to automated Bluetooth handshakes. However, a problem that all
the contact tracing methods face is the issue of how to protect individuals’ pri-
vacy while also dealing with the threat of a global disease. Approaches such as
IMSI-catching address the data privacy issue by adopting rotating keys, which
are aimed at minimising the potential risk of de-anonymisation. Rotating keys,
however do not protect individual movement patterns or behaviour routines that
can be inferred from contact tracing data. In this paper, we show that individual
movement patterns in contact tracing data can be used to discover behaviour rou-
tines by finding routines and patterns that are representable as quasi-identifiers,
and that such quasi-identifiers can enable re-identification. We demonstrate the
practicality of our proposed de-anonymisation approach via a series of three (3)
experiments based on both semi-synthetic and real-world datasets, to search for
quasi-identifiers that reveal unique observation patterns. Since widely popular
contact tracing apps employ similar movement and contact patterns, we discuss
the risk of location based behaviour pattern tracking in spite protection mecha-
nisms such as rotating keys that are currently used to protect handshake identi-
fiers.

1 Introduction
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in the deployment of several
digital contact tracing applications, that are aimed at providing healthcare practitioners
with feedback on the spread of the disease. However, to enable tracing, users typically
have to agree to part with some personal (sensitive) data. For instance, in the UK NHS
COVID19 app, during the setup process, the app records the phone’s make and model
and asks the user for their postcode area. Following this, a unique installation identifica-
tion number is generated along with a daily rotating identifier1. Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) technology is used to monitor and record the daily identification number of other
users nearby and broadcasts the identifier associated with the source phone. This iden-
tifier exchange works natively with Android and iOS and for basic operations do not
require additional artefacts.

However, as has been shown in previous works, while unique identifiers, usually
classified as pseudonyms, are good mechanisms to obscure the actual user personal

1 The daily identifier is a random series of digits that is uniquely re-generated each day.



data cross-linking resulting in re-identification is still possible [4,41,37,8,43,39,36]. As
Sweeney and subsequent works have pointed out, the primary cause of this issue is the
presence of quasi-identifiers within the dataset [4,41,37,8,43,39,36,40]. While appli-
cations such as the UK NHS COVID19 app address this issue by employing rotating
keys, rotating keys are not sufficient to guard against potential de-anonymisations since
in effect they do not protect fine-grained data such as individual movement patterns
or behaviour routines that can be inferred from contact tracing data. Such behaviour
patterns can serve as quasi-identifiers, in the sense that the spatio-temporal data points
comprising the data reveal information about a user. For instance, fine-grained data such
as the date and time at which the app was consulted might result in inferences about
the user’s age, gender, and race, which might not be information the user intended to
share with the app (or the associated service). The potential for such quasi-identifiers
to enable de-anonymisations are often neglected in the context of suboptimal privacy.
Yet, publishing or using data with untreated quasi-identifiers raises a high risk for de-
anonymisation [30].

In this paper, we show that individual movement patterns in contact tracing data can
be used to discover behaviour routines by finding routines and patterns that are repre-
sentable as quasi-identifiers, and that such quasi-identifiers can enable re-identification.
In particular, we assess the privacy risk posed by daily rotating unique identifier num-
bers that are being broadcasted frequently. To do so, we conduct an empirical study
based on real-world and semi-synthetic datasets to re-identify individuals based on pat-
terns or historical data. Based on daily rotating numbers, we recreate behaviour and
movement patterns with the goal of illustrating how re-identifying individuals over
multiple anonymous ID sessions occurs. As an example, we show that such quasi-
identifiers can re-identify “Mayumi W.”, a Portuguese speaking individual in Beijing
China, through a cross-linkage of behaviour and movement patterns in real-world datasets.
Since widely popular contact tracing apps employ similar movement and contact pat-
terns, we discuss the risk of location based behaviour pattern tracking in spite protection
mechanisms such as rotating keys that are currently used to protect handshake identi-
fiers.

The rest of the paper is structured in the following manner: Related work is sum-
marised in Section 2. A quick recap of the mechanisms of contact tracing through in-
dividual movement and contact patterns is offered in Section 3. The formalisation of
discovering repeating movement patterns will be presented in Section 4. A series of
experiments will illustrate the problem in different settings, both on real-world and
semi-synthetic data, in Section 5. Section 6 finally concludes our results and suggests
avenues for future work.

2 Related Work
Works on digital contact tracing currently focuses on the efficiency of digital contract
tracing solutions and their effect on disease control. Eames et al. acknowledge that
contact tracing is an essential measurement in controlling infectious, if followed by
treatment or isolation [9]. Further, in highly simplified versions of real infection pro-
cesses, Eames et al. discuss implications and applications of contract tracing while also
highlighting ineffective scenarios like with high-risk groups, with many possible trans-
mission routes and a high incidence of infection. Klinkenberg et al. [16] concluded that



tracing effectiveness need not be sensitive to the duration of the latent period and trac-
ing delays; iterative tracing primarily improves effectiveness when single-step tracing
is on the brink of being effective. The role of contact tracing has already been stud-
ied by Huerta et al. [15], who discussed that a major outbreak could be significantly
reduced or even eliminated at a small additional cost through a mean-field model of
contact tracing for the case of random graphs. Additionally, the influence of network
topology on the contact tracing found that its effectiveness grows as the rewiring prob-
ability is reduced. Yasaka et al. developed a smartphone app that utilises self-created
checkpoints for contact tracing, and promise anonymously self-reports of the user’s
health status [44]. Many national tracing apps follow a similar direction through ei-
ther created checkpoints or dynamic users Bluetooth touchpoints that can be translated
to checkpoints. Leith et al.’s work analysis the offered Google/Apple Exposure No-
tification (GAEN) service and highlights privacy concerns around data traffic to the
apple and google servers [21]. Further, cookie hijacking and known privacy concerns
of the advertising identifiers are elaborated. Further, Leith et al. analysis the properties
of the Singapore OpenTrace app [20] and conclude that its usage of Google’s Fire-
base Analytics service allows IP-based location tracking. Martinez-Martin et al. picks
up a similar privacy discussion around national tracing apps [24], yet highlights that
digital tracing efforts must employ ethical frameworks beyond anonymisation efforts.
Rather Martinez-Martin et al. conclude that privacy contains a broader ethical context
and should address the trade-offs between respecting individual liberties and protecting
a society inherent in supporting public health. Rowe reflects on the general privacy para-
dox of digital tracing that encapsulates assurances of anonymity while still being able
to trace individuals [38]. While acknowledging the greater public good, Rowe raises
concerns about general acceptances of the loss of privacy. Zheng et al. have showed
that routine behaviour pattern could be extracted from sparse mobile phone data using
collaborative filtering [45]. This is already an important step, yet collaborative filtering
relies on the similar-alike approach and requires a sufficiently large training dataset to
refer to. Additionally, highly sparse datasets are extremely difficult with collaborative
filtering known as sparsity problem [22,5,12].

Beyond these scopes, there is insufficient research on the privacy risk exposure in
rotating identifiers in digital tracing apps that randomise individual, user-specific obser-
vations to the best of our knowledge.

3 Similarity of COVID19 tracing apps to movement data
The UK implementation of the contact tracing and mobile notification application (“NHS
COVID19 App”) promises strong privacy constraints. Same does the German version
(“Corona-Warn App”) that even published a full technical documentation2, and its for-
mal evaluation criteria for achieving privacy 3. This application is running on individual
phones, publicly available for everyone and endorsed by the respective national organi-
sations. The NHS version inquiries the phone’s make, model and the user postcode area
as part of the initial setup process. Next, a unique installation identification number is
being generated along with a rotating identification number. In the case of the NHS app,

2 https://github.com/corona-warn-app/cwa-documentation/blob/master/overview-security.md
3 https://github.com/corona-warn-app/cwa-documentation/blob/master/pruefsteine.md
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the rotating identifier has a time-to-live (TTL) of one day, the German one just a few
minutes. These rotating identifiers are locally broadcasted with Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) technology. Simultaneously the COVID-19 tracing app monitors and records the
daily identification number of other users in close proximity of the source phone. While
the German version implements a fully distributed system from the beginning on, the
NHS app initially stored identifiers in a centralised repository and after consideration
moved to a decentralised architecture as well. In case of a compromised identifier, such
centralised system is much more vulnerable to background knowledge attacks [23].
For the German version of the disease tracing solution known as (“Corona-Warn App”),
for instance, the developer dedicated whole chapters in their publicly available docu-
mentation to security related questions and concepts4. Both solutions build on Google
and Apple Exposure Notification (GAEN) service5 that offloads the Bluetooth ID ex-
change to the mobile operating system. This GAEN service has been previously re-
viewed by Leith et al., who primarily raised concerns around potential IP-tracing op-
portunities for the TCP/IP package exchange in this decentralised setup [21,20].

In summary, the technical setup is quite similar but one of the essential differences
between the German and the UK tracing solution is, that the rotating identifier number
which exists in both UK and Germans version have a different time-to-live (TTL). The
German approach incorporates a significantly smaller time-to-live and enforces more
frequent ID rotation which is useful to reduce the time windows of recurring pattern
appearance. However, rotating identifiers pose a privacy risk for users because they can
be used to enable re-linking attacks and annul the users’ privacy. The longer a temporary
identifier is valid, the more likely we can observe behaviour points linked by the same
identifier and therefore build better patterns for profiling. Decreasing the lifetime of
an identifier, on the other hand, comes with the cost of increased processing needs as
more identifiers are being collected, stored, transmitted, and later compared for proper
tracing activities. Therefore, a trade-off based on the cost-benefit ratio of efficiency
(infrastructure costs, mobile data ...) and privacy risk is needed.

We re-visit the issue of the trade-off between efficiency and privacy risk in subse-
quent sections, but first outline the approach of the behaviour pattern de-anonymisation
with an analogue to IMSI catcher. Similar to IMSI catcher, each Bluetooth handshake
can serve as a location indicator linked to a randomised identifier. In the following, we
will exploit this to evaluate our challenges of re-identifying individual users.

4 Re-identification
Regardless of the dataset origin, we assume that the dataset contains location or contact
tracing paired with a rotating identifier. We build upon the concept of IMSI catcher
[11,28], which has been shown to be easily scaled even to the scope of an entire city
[29]. In the following we will briefly explain the analogy of catching digital tracing app
identifiers to IMSIs and how such IMSI catcher work. Afterwards, the slightly modified
concept of IMSI catcher will be presented and applied to the world of disease tracing
applications.

4 https://github.com/corona-warn-app/cwa-documentation/blob/master/overview-security.md
5 https://github.com/corona-warn-app/cwa-documentation/blob/master/
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4.1 IMSI catcher
In the telecommunication field, the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) is
a unique number bound to each cell phone that is used by the mobile network operator
(MNO) to register a sim card to the infrastructure. For communication, these IMSIs
are embedded in mobile cellular network and broadcast freely and frequently by net-
work participants communicating over the mobile cellular network. The IMSI is used
in the Signalling System #7 (SS7) for roaming billing purposes. However, SS7 has been
shown to be vulnerable to global tracking incidents [14]. IMSIs, unlike the tracing IDs,
are constant and are not rotated frequently.

Cell phone IMSI Catcher Base Transceiver
Station (BTS)

Tracing app
user ID Catcher

Fig. 1: Concept of IMSI Catcher

The IMSI catcher are an adversarial mechanism for stealing (or hijacking) the IMSI as-
sociated with a given cell phone. For this purpose, the concept of IMSI catcher utilises
the behaviour where locally cell phones register with the Base Transceiver Station
(BTS) to link wireless into the MNO network. Now, active IMSI catcher use the attack
vector of mimicking or simply predominating the BTS reception in the way that the cell
phone actually registers with the IMSI catcher as tower of the highest signal. The IMSI
catcher then act as proxy to the actual BTS (see Figure 1). Passive IMSI catcher just
read along with the broadcasted messages and parses the IMSI details from the com-
munication feed. There have been initiatives to discover and quantify IMSI catcher as
countermeasure [7], but we will not deepen this for now.
The objective of IMSI catchers is, to validate the location of the IMSI, and correspond-
ingly the owner of the cell phone. Often, as an addition, selective message packages can
be jammed, blocked, dropped, or attempted to be decrypted [26,6]. Since the IMSI is
a super identifier that does not naturally change, digital COVID tracing apps, like the
UK NHS one, try to avoid the re-identification risk by updating broadcasted identifier
numbers. At the first sight, an attack is much more difficult to map together different
chunks of observation points in absence of a constant identifier.
Conceptually, the setup for an adversarial mechanism for stealing (or hijacking) rotating
identifiers of digital tracing apps is similar to passive IMSI catchers. Bluetooth-based
COVID tracing apps willingly broadcast their identifiers. To collect these, no sophisti-
cated BTS technology is needed rather a cheap phone or just Bluetooth chip and some
lasting electricity power like a power bank. As the range is limited, several are needed,
or their signalling capacity boosted.

4.2 Movement patterns as quasi-identifier problem
However, humans stick to repeating behaviour patterns as these routines disburden our
active cognition [2,13]. We routinely use the same way to work, stop at our favourite



coffee shop and use the same facilities for grocery shopping. Repeatedly. These routines
are our entrance point, as they serve as connecting points to re-identify an individual be-
haviour [3,13]. Discovering routine behaviour patterns is not new, and has been proven
before also in the field of telecommunication [45]. We use similar methodology, yet
not rely on collaborative filtering as it suffers the sparsity problem [22,5,12]. Instead,
existing techniques to link behaviour attributes to discover quasi-identifiers are being
utilised [32,35]. Repeating behaviour patterns like movement can be observed and have
been successfully modelled in the telecommunication sector [45]. Data samples can be
derived from the official tracing app documentation6. Each time series event is basically
acting as an check-in equivalent to the movement patterns (see Table 1).

Table 1: Timeseries dataset of logged bypass ID
Datetime Long Lat location identifier weather temperature
5/06/2021 07:41:56 -0.088 51.5184 Moorgate station 12345 rainy 25°C
5/06/2021 07:58:56 0.1211 51.4910 Abbey Wood station 12345 rainy 26°C
5/06/2021 08:13:41 0.1210 51.4901 Greggs coffee shop 12345 sunshine 27°C
.. .. .. .. .. ..

Discovering the movement patterns in this dataset is achieved by searching for quasi-
identifiers (QIDs) [17]. Quasi-identifiers (QIDs) are attribute value combinations with
any tuple length [31]. For instance, this can bypass three observation points in a cer-
tain time window (e.g., jogging in the park at 5am and coffee from Greggs at 7am).
A quasi-identifier can represent a unique behaviour that is repeatedly observed (daily,
weekly, monthly). Upon re-discovery, we can assume that the daily rotating identifier
belongs to the same user and cross-link their activity session with a high probability.
Cross-linking allows us to analyse the additional gained activity insights, for instance,
ophthalmologist visit on Thursday and optician visit on Friday.

More formally we therefore formulate movement pattern as:

Definition 1. Unique movement pattern
Let O = {o1, ..,on} be a set of all observation points where o j consists out of multi-
ple describing attributes oi = { f1, .., fn}. Further, P := P (O) = {P1, ..,Pk} is the set
of all possible observation combinations, thus its power set. A set of selected observa-
tions Pi ∈ P is called a unique movement pattern, if Pi identifies at least one individual
uniquely within 24 hours, repeats more than once outside the same 24 hours and all
observations o j ∈ Pi are not standalone identifiers (unique in themselves).

As these patterns must be repeating over days but unique by individuals Q ⊆ O and
P ⊆ Q. Thus, the problem of finding a unique movement pattern is a superset of the
Find-QID problem [34].

Example 1. Given the data described in Table 1, an observation point is the combina-
tion of a location and datetime. This observation point might be recorded multiple times
when various devices pass by (for instance in the same train). Yet, multiple observation
points can become a unique combination if the sequence of recording of the same obser-
vation points is unique. This happens, if device 12345 travels from Moorgate to Abbey

6 https://github.com/corona-warn-app/cwa-documentation/blob/master/
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Wood, Greenwich around 8 am but then disembark as only passengers and check-in to
a different observation point afterwards. Now, the unique combination of these obser-
vation points form a quasi-identifier that is unique for that observation period (e.g. 24
hours). But only if the unique sequence of observation points repeats outside of the ob-
servation period, the quasi-identifier becomes a repeating movement pattern (e.g. every
morning an individual travels from Moorgate station to Abbey Wood station and buys
coffee at Greggs coffee shop).

The procedure of evaluating describing attributes whether they form quasi-identifiers
is prototypically implemented and publicly available on github.com7. In the first step
the combination of all describing attributes are generated. Afterwards, these QID can-
didates are being evaluated if they qualify as standalone quasi-identifier through their
uniqueness. Given these loops, the reader will briefly recognise the discovery of QIDs
compute intensive given the iterative and incremental nature (in fact NP-hard and W[2]-
complete problem [27]). Yet, for the present case existing solvers will be utilised to han-
dle the exponential compute need for the QID search. Podlesny et al. showed a scalable
approach for QID discovery in large, high-dimensional data with massive parallelisation
through GPU compute [34]. The same will be applied to the present problem.

In the following section, we will demonstrate the practicability of such pattern
recognition through a series of experiments.

(a) Visualisation of observation points (b) Visualisation of observation points includ-
ing datetime

Fig. 2: Graph visualisations

4.3 QID search as graph problem
Previously, we presented that movement patterns can be projected on the search of
quasi-identifiers (Find-QID problem [34]). These patterns must be repeating over days
but unique by individuals. Therefore, the problem of finding a unique movement pat-
tern is a superset of the QID problem. As movement patterns consist out of individual
observation points, each of these points assembles an observation track (see Figure 4).
Subsets of these tracks might overlap, are fully identical or disjunct. This can be vi-
sualised well in a two-dimensional room, but adding dates and times becomes more
complex. Various research fields have invested heavily in solving and optimising simi-
lar issues; therefore we translate the problem of finding overlaps in these time series to

7 https://github.com/jaSunny/qids-on-movement-data
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the field of graph theory. Figure 2a illustrates a simplified graph structure where nodes
answer to location and edges to aggregated movements between these locations. The
edge probability mapped to each edge is derived from the likelihood of the appearance
of a movement exactly between the locations. In a more complex setting delineated in
Figure 2b nodes are not only representing arbitrary locations but locations at a certain
time in the day. Aggregating the exact timestamp to minutes or hours corresponds to
allowance in the time windows that have been discussed previously (see Section 4.2).
This trade-off may introduce false-positives similar to the discussion of the size of k
in k-anonymity [27]. Quasi-identifiers (QIDs) remain a unique combination of describ-
ing attributes, yet in the context of a graph, a QID answers to unique concatenations
of edges. Uniqueness can be approximated based on a low edge probability or exactly
determined by comparing the graph of individual movement history to the consortium
of all movement observations. Suppose the former graph is a true subset of the latter,
and no full overlapping other graphs of any other individual movement history exist
(see Figure 3). In that case, one can declare this a quasi-identifier.
Comparing graph structures is not completely new and known as “subgraph isomor-
phism problem” [10,42]. Various research has been conducted on solving this subgraph
problem efficiently, represented by Ansari et al. [1] and McCreesh et al. [25] recent con-
tributions. We will use this state-of-the-art to resolve the question of “subgraph isomor-
phism”. Answering the question of “subgraph isomorphism”, bridges us the solution to
find overlapping movement tracks, that implements the discovery of quasi-identifiers.

Fig. 3: Movement track as sub-graph problem

In the following section, we will conduct a series of experiments to implement the
outline approach and demonstrate its practicality with a mix of real-world and semi-
synthetic datasets.

5 Experiments

To assess our previously presented concept on feasibility, we follow a quite simple
set up in the beginning. Because distributing various cheap cell phones connected to
lasting power banks across major public infrastructure points might cause a bit of stress
to emergency services, we will utilise existing real-world GPS datasets to validate the
hypothesis of behaviour patterns in movement data through three separate experiments.



Table 2: Dataset 2 - Movements points
UUID DateTime Long Lat
9996 2008-02-02 14:37:54 116.46125 39.9152
9996 2008-02-02 14:42:56 116.46118 39.91497
9996 2008-02-02 14:47:58 116.46118 39.91494
9996 2008-02-02 14:53:00 116.46119 39.91503
9996 2008-02-02 14:53:00 116.46119 39.91503
9996 2008-02-02 14:58:02 116.46124 39.91491
9996 2008-02-02 15:03:04 116.46124 39.91494
.. .. .. ..

Hardware. Our examination runs on a GPU-accelerated high-performance compute
cluster, housing 160x CPU cores (E5-2698 v4), 760 GB RAM, and 6x Nvidia GeForce
RTX 30608 with combined 21,504 CUDA cores and 72 GB dedicated GPU memory.

Dataset. In a first step, we demonstrate that behaviour routines and movement patterns
can be discovered on a smaller scale. To do so, instead of synthetic data we utilise real
data from one-week trajectories of 10,357 taxis with about 15 million sensor events and
the total distance of the trajectories reaches 9 million km. Following the same evalua-
tion criteria formalised by the Chaos Computer Club (CCC), a well-reputed European
hacker collective, a system should ensure data economy/minimisation, anonymity, no
central entity to trust, unlinkability, unobservability of communication, no creation of
central movement or contact profiles 9. With the argumentum e contrario, the successful
discovery of a quasi-identifier that exposures personally identifiable information (PII)
should not be possible. The dataset represents a time series expressed in Table 2, orig-
inal real-world data from Zheng et al. [46] and is publicly available [46] to ensure the
reproducibility of the experimental results.

The first experiment demonstrates that behaviour patterns in movement data are om-
nipresent. With the confidence in mind that these patterns exist, we project the same
characteristics of this real-world dataset on a semi-synthetic COVID tracing dataset.
This is similar to if we would have collected our phone collecting gadgets from the pub-
lic infrastructure points. The tracing dataset has the same semantics as the previous GPS
dataset, instead of timely synchronised data gatherings acting as checkpoints we have
Bluetooth touchpoints as checkpoints. This compiled large dataset will then be used in
the second experiment to discover behaviour movement patterns on a large scale. Each
recognition among the monitored infrastructure points is a puzzle piece, or a describing
attribute can form quasi-identifiers in combination. Finding these quasi-identifiers is
not easy and NP-hard, but we utilise previous work for acceleration [35,31]. The third
experiment will transpose the same methodology to social media data, check if these
can be cross-linked to previous patterns in movement data and utilise Podlesny et al.
previous work [34] to discover quasi-identifiers on a large scale in Twitter data. For
transparency, we describe the experimental hardware and dataset in the following.

8 https://www.nvidia.com/de-de/geforce/graphics-cards/30-series/rtx-3060-3060ti/
9 https://github.com/corona-warn-app/cwa-documentation/blob/master/pruefsteine.md
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Fig. 4: Visualisation of movement observation points

In the second step, we scale this dataset to a semi-synthetic one compiled to a typi-
cal entity-attribute-value (EAV) model that depicts a time-series log similar to previous
IoT sensors. Yet, timestamps, location and broadcasted Bluetooth identifier have been
enriched and aggregated as describing attributes following the same distribution of the
cap dataset. A few environmental information like weather, day, temperature and spe-
cial events in the location that might differ from typical behaviour have been added
(see Table 1). Finally, we utilise COVID tweet data to evaluate cross-linkage and quasi-
identifier discovery opportunities in social media data. The TweetsCOV19 dataset origi-
nates from Lamsal et al. work [18,19] and consists out of roughly 858643 tweets posted
with 11 hydrated describing attributes10 (originally 3x with tweet ID, long, lat) based
on 14x COVID19 related hashtags. The dataset is available for download via IEEE dat-
aport11. We filtered and updated this dataset for the same region as the taxi data, Beijing
China. Finally, the dataset includes an encrypted username, timestamp, URL, entities,
and meta data like user followers, friends, and retweets. We exclude the tweet ID for
cross-validation of successful de-anonymisation and received in total 120000 tweets
with geographical information from years 2019 to 2021.

Evaluation. In the first step, the real-world dataset is evaluated for behaviour patterns
and whether these can be found through analysing movement characteristics. A unique
behaviour pattern is a combination of describing attributes that form a unique quasi-
identifier. Therefore, practically, one searches for the existence of quasi-identifiers (QID)
using the implemented Algorithms from Section 4. As illustration of the raw dataset,
Figure 5a shows a selection of individual tracks done projected on a map. Figure 4
shows the individual observation points. For a trained eye, some overlapping patterns
can be observed. Next, we add the time to our considerations as this is an important
factor for routines under observation [17].
Locations and times describe attributes in the present dataset; therefore, as explained
earlier, searching and finding unique combinations of these describing attributes helps
identify repeating behaviour routines. The presence of these unique combinations, also
known as quasi-identifiers is delineated in Figure 5b where the blue and the green line il-
lustrate the same movement pattern. Having confirmed that quasi-identifiers are present
in the real-world dataset, we know that movement patterns exist. Therefore, we pivot

10 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1/data-dictionary/object-model/tweet
11 https://ieee-dataport.org/open-access/coronavirus-covid-19-geo-tagged-tweets-dataset
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(a) Visualisation of selected movement
tracks

(b) A unique quasi-identifier as movement
pattern visualised

Fig. 5: Projected growth of discovered QID

our attention towards the second dataset. This semi-synthetic dataset is much larger and
reflects the complexity challenge more evidently. The same QID search scheme is ap-
plied on this data and Figure 6b delineates the results. The number of observation points
corresponds to a unique location over the quantity of quasi-identifier candidates (see
Figure 6b). The exponential growth becomes apparent when carefully considering the
increase on the log scale. In total, 1,330,995 unique GPS coordinates appear more than
once. When combining more than 3 locations 62 quasi-identifiers with tuple length of 5
can be found (3x locations, 1x tracing ID, 1x datetime attribute). Interestingly, a few ob-
servation points are already sufficient to start forming actual quasi-identifiers (QID), as
we see their discovery starting with five unique locations. This increase of actual QIDs
and their candidates are depicted in Figure 6. That implies, in turn, that already with low
efforts and handful of receivers’ unique movement patterns can be found. The interest-
ing point is whether we can re-identify the same unique patterns over a longer period
of time. The challenging part is the deviation within the time-span of the observed re-
peating patterns. Missing a train or bus might happen and therefore a tolerance window
is desired. The lower the accuracy, the higher the more false positives generated. Fig-
ure 6a illustrates the increase and decrease of quasi-identifiers through widening the
time tolerance between 0 and 15 minutes. It becomes evident that the larger the time
window, the more generous the pattern recognition is and therefore a larger number of
quasi-identifiers be found. At the same time, more false-positives will be triggered.

In the third experiment, we extend previous work from Podlesny et al. [33] that suc-
cessfully de-anonymised individuals in a publicly available Twitter dataset on the US
Presidential election 2020 through the discovery of quasi-identifiers. In our case, we
are using a newly generated Twitter dataset on recent COVID content which was pre-
sented earlier. As part of the experiment, the objective is to search for quasi-identifiers
that unique identify individual users. Figure 7a delineates the runtime growth over
the increasing number of tweet records while Figure 7b depicts the discovered quasi-
identifiers. These quasi-identifiers could be used to re-identify individual tweet data. We
discovered some convenient entrance points to cross-link these QIDs and their patterns
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to auxiliary datasets like the taxi one. Individuals tend to start tweeting around main
transportation hubs like a train station or airport, addressing these geographic areas.
This way, tweet content and location as well as date time can be linked. If the same in-
dividual now takes a cap, drive to their destination, hop off and tweet again, movement
pattern and social media content can be linked. An example is a user named “Taiwan
number one” who landed in Beijing China, tweeted on Aug 25, 2021 6:46 PM in Por-
tuguese about taxis. This user repeatedly posted references to the same aliexpress live
stream, which could have been crossed linked to a user identified as “Mayumi W.” (full
name has been removed for privacy reasons). Now, given the tweet activity, knowl-
edge about behaviour preferences and location, we can re-identify the user and their
movement pattern. Given ethical adherence, we cannot finally confirm that this user did
actually sit in the cap that drove between the two tweet locations on the matching time.
Still, we appreciate the high probability of these events occurring.

Discussion. To summarise, the experiments have shown three key insights. First, we
were able to validate the existence of unique behaviour patterns in ordinary movement
data. A prerequisite is that they offer fine-grained observations already based on a few
data points. Second, even on larger scale, like in the case of digital digital tracing solu-
tions where millions and billions of data points are being collected, these patterns can
be successfully searched and identified. Third, smaller variations on movement times-
tamps can be smoothed potentially generating more false positives as side effects.
However, this only works with the possibility of observing data points over a longer
period of time. Discovering these patterns in just 15-minute time windows seems not
to be practical, at least our experiments have not been successful in discovering mean-
ingful insights yet. As the UK NHS COVID app does not rotate the identifier every
15-minutes, rather once a day, this opens a much longer observation period. Therefore,
more behaviour routines fall into one cycle and linkable data points increase the value
of cross-link identifier sessions. In sum, this already presents an easy solution to the
outlined privacy concerns. Simply decreasing the time to live for rotating identifiers is
sufficient to counter the presented attack vector. For repeatability, we have made our
source code publicly available on github.com12.

12 https://github.com/jaSunny/gpu qid discovery

https://github.com/jaSunny/gpu_qid_discovery
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, the issue of de-anonymisations of individuals based on behaviour patterns
linked through arbitrary rotating identifiers has been discussed and their implication on
privacy exposure through experiments explored. For that purpose, an analogy to IMSI
catcher has been offered and an approach discussed to find users’ behaviour routines
by discovering quasi-identifiers (QID) in their movement patterns. By transposing the
issue of identifying movement patterns to the search of quasi-identifiers (QID), we can
leverage existing research and techniques to evaluate scalable experiments.

In our experiments, we demonstrate that, already with a small sample of GPS based
movement observation, one is able to re-identify individuals. Further, the shorter the
tracing ID rotation is conducted, the more information can be restored and the easier is
a de-anonymisation of individuals. These individuals could be digital tracing app users.
While for the UK version of the COVID19 tracing app such re-identification seems
realistic even on a large scale, the same does not hold true for the German version
that implements a 15-min rotation of tracing identifiers. As part of our evaluation, we
highlighted the importance of this sliding time-window for anonymisation guarantees.
Further, we also showed that the combination of location and time data can form quasi-
identifiers that helped to cross link movement and social data to re-identify “Mayumi
W.”, a Portuguese speaking individual in Beijing China.

Future work may address the scalability of Bluetooth tracing ranges to minimise the
need for implemented observation points or conduct a large field test on the practical
feasibility even further. In addition, smoothing effects on GPS data and their implication
on the quasi-identifier discovery could be extended through further experiments.
Ethical considerations. As part of our work, we used existing datasets to mimic user
behaviour and movement patterns to evaluate our hypothesis and prove our concepts
in near-real experimental situations. The datasets have been collected initially in other
research studies, with user consent given and made public for other research venues.
For privacy discussions, the authors encourage public discussions around the balance
between individuals’ privacy and the greater public good and appreciate that the con-
clusions might differ based on culture, regional, historical, and legal backgrounds.
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